A study of psychological stress created in dentists by children during pediatric dental treatment.
Stresses on dental practitioners arising from pediatric examination and treatment can be broadly divided into those produced by the child and those produced by the child's guardian (usually the mother). The present study examined the psychological influence of the child. A series of questions regarding psychological stress caused by child patients was administered to a group of dentists and, by factor analysis, reduced to a 21-item scale. The effectiveness of this instrument was examined for reliability and validity. The following results were obtained: 1. The 21 items in the scale were selected for their association with three primary factors: stress from mild resistance behavior, stress from moderate resistance behavior, and stress from determined resistance behavior. 2. The scale demonstrated high internal consistency and, by test-retest, high stability over time. 3. High scores on a standardized scale for psychological stress in everyday life were found to correlate positively to scores on the scale created in the present study. The correlation was significant beyond the 5 percent level. Confirmatory factor analysis found factor loading for all items of 0.50 or greater, with no duplication of factors within items. Both tests confirmed the validity of the scale. The above results indicate that the scale created in the present study is an effective instrument for measuring psychological stress in dental practitioners created by children during pediatric dental treatment and examination.